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Housing opportunities for the dea f-blind are limited to traditional
.
alt e rnatives such as resident facilities of sheltered workshops, nursing
homes or homes of parent s or siblings. Basic to the problem o f housing
fo r the deaf-blind is the fact that a lthough present o pp or tunities of fer
shelter and security they do not faci l itate individuals r e a ching their
pot entials . Profess ion als in a position to assist th e deaf- blind locate
housing realize there i s a pr oblem and requ:i.re increased research a nd input
to develop innovat ive options for the deaf-blind pers on s the y serve.
I mproved educationa l and vocational pr ograms a re increasin g the need for
appropriate housing . Hore and more we are seeing the hor izons of people
who are deaf-b lind broaden. The traditional dependent setting is bec oming
less and l es s ideal. Leg isla t ion de si gne d to allow for ·greater integration
of the ha nd i capp ed i nto t h e affa ir s of 3ociety adds additional pressure
for the developme nt of normalized, integrated housing.
In order to ins ure tha t future housing innovations for the de a f-blind
are well int egrated into the c ommunity pr operly, everyone must have a
cle a r understandi ng of what housing has mean t, and now means to people
in general. When we talk a bout housin~ for the deaf-hlind, we are
really talking about hou sing for peo ple who also happe n to be deaf-blind.
From th is perspective, so lu tions will not be limit ed to asp e cts of design
related to vision and hearin g loss, rather they wi ll include the "peopleness " of deaf-blind perso ns . Solutions to problems that have not been
t emp ered with considerations of the deaf-blind's "people ness" are in.complet e, inconside r ate , and inadequate.
This project at tempts to bring into focus housin g as a human need and
examines how architectural desi gn can be used to satisfy thi s i mportant
need. Present hous inP, situat ions for the deaf-blind are examined concluding with stat ements for future planning .
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Chapter 1

THE PROBLEM DEFINED
As the title implies this paper is not going to discuss the housing
problems of deaf-blind people; rather, it will discuss housing problems of people who happen to be deaf-blind.

Some may claim that this

is a minor point and is nothing but a play on semantics.
the case at all.

This is not

As professionals attempting to solve the multitude

of problems the deaf-blind face, we all too often forget the fact that
the deaf-blind are people first and deaf-blind second.

Their needs

are related, first, to the fact they are people and, second, to the
fact they are deaf-blind.

Solutions to problems that have not been

tempered with considerations of the deaf-blind's "peopleness" are
incomplete, inconsiderate, and inadequate.

Housing facilities that

solve the problems related to the hearing and visual impairments but
do not allow for normal interaction, lifestyles, and development are
solutions out of context.
existence.

Housing is an integral part of man's basic

It reflects our philosophy of life.

It is, then, necessary

to consider the housing needs of the deaf-blind in this light, in the
context of our society, before we consider any specific technical
solutions.

The concept of normalization dictates that handicapped individuals be
treated as close to their own peer groups as possible.
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Individuals
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are treated in regards to their chronological age, not their assumed
mental or functioning age.

The focus of normalized programs for the

handicapped is to integrate them into the kind of activities their
peer group would be doing.

The concept of integration dictates that handicapped individuals are
integrated into the non-handicapped society in all areas as much as
possible.

Integration of the handicapped does not stop at education.

It is a concept that applies to other phases of connnunity life as well,
including housing, recreation, work and community affairs.

There have

been many successful attempts to integrate the handicapped into the
educational system through litigation and legislation.

Unfortunately,

the other areas of community life are still for the most part "off
limits" to the majority of our handicapped citizens.

The implications of normalization and integration are that the handicapped are people - citizens in our society with the right to share
equally all benefits our society has to offer.

These concepts deal

with the "peopleness" of the handicapped, not the specific handicapping conditions.

These are the philosophical criteria we must

keep in the forefront of our minds when we tackle the problems of
the handicapped population.

We should utilize these concepts when

we attempt to solve the problems of housing for the deaf-blind.

Other criteria housing solutions for the deaf-blind must meet are
the technical design problems that the loss of hearing and vision
impose.

The solutions, arrived at by way of architectural design
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and mechanical devices, should allow for the greatest independence on
an individual basis as possible.

The variance of deafness and blind-

ness among the deaf-blind requires solutions to be flexible and easily
individualized.

Just as we stress individualized instruction for the

deaf-blind in the classrooms, we must also be prepared to individualize
the housing facilities.

What provides indepencence for one, may re-

sult in dependence for another.

Since housing is such an integral part of man's existence, the housing
alternatives we may suggest for the deaf-blind should also consider
the other related phases of life.

When we think of housing we have to

think of places of work, transportation facilities, shopping facilities,
community activities, places of recreation, educational facilities, the
location of other family members, and rehabilitation and social service
agencies.

When we ourselves make the choice as to the location where

we will reside, we consider many of these very things.

Just as we go

through this process of finding the ideal location to meet our needs,
so must the deaf-blind.

The limiting nature of the handicap only

accentuates the importance of these considerations.

If the deaf-blind

person is located such that transportation is difficult, the result
may be added stress in his or her job, or it may mean less participation
in recreation and leisure time activities.

Housing must facilitate

the accessibility to the connnunity and its various activities for the
deaf-blind person.

There is a natural progression or evolution of thought that occurs
when men go about solving the problems of mankind.

This progression
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of thought is usually forgotten when the final product is developed
because it is the glittering technical - mechanical solutions that
draw attention .

But the progress of thought, the evolution of options,

the ever changing refinement in understanding from the conception of
the problem to the implementation of the solution is still important.
Men must first consider, ponder, feel, become emotionally involved
with the philosophies of the particular issue being considered before
they can decide on proper alternative solutions to be designed and
implemented.

The deaf-blind have a need to be met in terms of developing

good, appropriate housing.

But before we go about building buildings,

converting houses, or developing group homes, let us first become
involved with the problems related to the deaf-blind as people who
need to be visible in the community.
sophies .

Let us grasp the related philo-

Once we have "lived" through this process our solutions

will have meaning beyond the immediate.

This is our charge, the

challenge we now face.

After we have come to grips with and put into perspective the many
philosophical concepts related to the handicapped and to housing for
the non-handicapped we can begin to look at the equally difficult
technical problems the deaf-blind will face in securing, maintaining,
and achieving independence in their living situations.
for the maintenance costs?

Who will pay

If new construction or remodeling is

required, who will be responsible for it?

What supportive staff will

be required, and what training will they need?

l.fhat mechanical de-

vices are needed, and for who are they appropriate?

If the deaf-blind
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are to be housed as a group, will there be the optimum numbers per
unit ; should people functioning at a high level be mixed with persons
functioning at a low level?

What sections of the community are best

suited for housing the deaf-blind?

Should housing for those persons

working in a sheltered workshop be located on the grounds of the workshop?

What type of education and/or training programs will best pre-

pare the deaf-blind to achieve the greatest independence in housing?

This author can not hope to and will not attempt to try to solve the
complex housing problems faced by the deaf-blind.

It is the purpose

of this paper to relate the urgency of the problem, put our thinking
in perspective with modern philosophies, propose some alternative
solutions and discuss directions for future research.

Housing is a

problem that causes all kinds of programming complications for professionals at all levels in all areas of service delivery.

It is

a problem that will grow more acute as the Rubella epidemic (1963-65)
population grows older .

The deaf-blind have potential, and the quality

of housing made available to the deaf-blind will either limit or enhance
the potential.
we do?

The problem is squarely on our shoulders.

What will

Chapter 2

HOUSING AS A HUMAN NEED

Housing is one of man's most basic physical and psychological needs.
It satisfies his need for shelter and security.

Since the beginning

of time for man we have seen his solutions, sometimes ingenious, for
protecting himself from his environment.

From early cavemen using

natural caves to protect himself, to villages on stilts, to castles
with high walls protecting entire communities, to today's huge megametropolis with millions of people, man has refined his solutions.
Housing appears different throughout the world as it meets the requirements of each particular environment.

The stone houses of England,

the grass huts of Polynesia, and the tents of Arabia's nomads are all
examples of this fact.

Mankind has used his home to provide ease in living as well as warmth
and security.

Housing design, along with attempting to utilize accessible

materials found in the environment, continually satisfies the need to
increase the standard of living.

Man's dwellings, especially in our

technological age, have been specially designed and equipped with
built-in features to aid in the activities of living.

Homes are aesthetic.

From the caves of early man to the dwellings of modern man, a variety of
art has decorated the walls of the home.
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Maslow, as a psychologist, has substantiated shelter as one of man's
basic needs.

He defines a need as something that, when satisfied,

creates well-being; when not satisfied, creates ill-being, and well
satisfied can change ill-being to well-being.

Appropriate housing

meets Maslow's criteria for being a need.

Charles Abrams in Housing and the Modern World describes the movement
of people to growing cities and the effect of this movement on housing
and the idea of man as the "king of his castle."
As masses of people head cityward today, they
find the land staked out into small lots, to be bought
or rented. Even if they can buy the land, they no
longer can build homes with their own tools and
talents. Nor have they the time to build. Materials
must now be bought from manufacturers or middle men.
Moreover laws prescribe how and where people can
build. To buy or rent a home, there must be a constant flow of money from a steady job. In short,
the house has become a commodity , like bread. The
individual no longer initiates or controls its
production, and worse still, is seldom able to buy
or rent what he needs.
Abrams, who has studied housing conditions throughout the world, believes it is harmful to the general well-being of the society if an
individual's right to possess a home erodes away.

The natural selection

of economics in a world evolving from an agrarian base to an industrial
base seems to affect man's right to housing negatively.
describes it the trend would seem irreversible.

As Abrams

In our country, the

home and family have always been considered the very essence and
physical core of the society.

As this trend continues the individual

who is least accessible to the society, in terms of money, in terms
of education and in terms of physical condition is least likely , as
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time progresses, to maintain the right to housing.

In this century, our government has seen housing for the poor as a
national problem.

Congress sounded the keynote which continues as

the guide for low rent public housing, in the opening section of the
Housing Act of 1937.
It is the policy of the United States to promote the general welfare of the nation by employing
its finances and credit to assist the several states
and their political subdivisions to alleviate present and recurring unemployment and to remedy the
unsafe and unsanitary housing conditions and the
acute shortage of decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings
for families of low income in rural or urban communities
which are injurious to the health, safety, and morals
of the citizens of the nation.
This statement could have been written in 1976 and still have relevance.
This act was a major attempt to restore the right of housing back to those
who had lost it.

The fact that the government had seen, and had accepted,

part of its role as protecting the right to housing is an important precedent.

It is this precedent that the physically handicapped have begun

to use in gaining access to housing.

Although the government has spent

billions in assistance for low rent housing there has been one major
criticism that the housing was designed to meet cost factors rather than
human factors.

Housing that fits this criticism begins with legislation

of the highest resolve, ends in rapid deterioration, and never at any
point completely restores the right to housing.

Bruce Allsopp, author of Towards a Humane Architecture, talks about the
political-economic environment that can result in less-than-adequate
homes for people.
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The most fundamental duties of a human community are to ensure that its members are fed,
clothed, housed and protected from predators.
This is a primitive basis upon which civilization
may grow and without which it can not reasonably
survive. If society is to be healthy there must
be use priorities before the architects can begin
to operate satisfactorily.
In countries with expanding economies, rising
wages, and growing population, the people are open
to gross exploitation by speculators and housing
authorities because they are glad to accept almost
any accomodation. The speculators can sell as fast
as they can build; and the housing authorities, with
their persistent nineteenth century attitudes, fulfill their obligations at the minimum cost and with
negligible expenditure of imagination and design
care.
If Allsopp is correct, what does the future hold in store as land becomes more scarce, populations increase, and land priorities continue
to go with industry.

Speculators in the private sector and officials

in the government sector on the surface seemingly struggle to meet the
need for more housing and in actuality create a larger, more complex
problem by offering inadequate housing.

Housing, it seems, is offered

not so much to meet the needs of the consumers but rather the needs of
the provider.

Housing provided by speculators creates profits for the

sellers and sub-standard homes for the owners;
position and tenant dwellers lose their dignity.

officials win favors and
With the poor, as housing

solutions began to falter, blame and counter-blame surfaced.

Beliefs

and prejudices, which completely ignored the realities of cause and
effect, sprang up and suddenly it was believed that the poor were
inherent slobs, persons who couldn't even appreciate what little they
owned.

It becomes obvious that in the past, attempts to restore

housing to people have been short sighted at the very least.

It is also
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apparent that land and population changes will only accentuate the
problem.

All of this is a lesson for professionals working with the handicapped
to learn:

Do not accept any form of housing for the handicapped,

regardless of what criteria it might meet, unless it meets the needs
of the handicapped as human beings with normal wants and desires.

Allsopp goes on to describe man's quest for individuality in his home.
Man is self-conscious and identifies his home
with himself making it, in one way or another,
unique. Man should not despise his own nature in
this matter; on the contrary he should recognize
that the most ordinary of men is aware of his uniqueness and it is natural for man to want to express
his individuality in his home.
People of considerable talent with a strong
sense of public service also lend t hemselves to the
creation of architectural masses which deliberatley
suppress individuality. Housing becomes a medium
of monumentality. The home is replaced by a cell
in a hive . People cease to be seen as individuals
and become a collective entity. There is a basic
wrongness that arises from confusing domestic with
monumental architecture. The price man pays for
neglecting monumental architecture is to have his
home reduced to an element in housing schemes which
are designed as if they were monuments. Architects
seek fulfillment in the wrong medium.
When housing becomes big business, whether it originates in the governmentor private sector, it becomes an end in itself rather than a means
to an end.

Monumental architecture, as Allsopp describes it, becomes

an end, and in so doing so, endangers the individuals's need for individuality in housing.

Therefore, as we go about thinking out housing pro-

blems let us be aware of the dangers of monumental architecture and
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monumental solutions.

We must strive to satisfy housing needs at the

lowest possible level, within individual communities for individual
people.

Understanding problems related to land scarcity, speculation and complexities of government sponsored programs will enable the handicapped
community to stand a better chance of having their needs appropriately
met.

Developing an understanding of needs, step by step, will facilitate

resolutions acceptable to the handicapped consumer.

Four such require-

ments follow:
1.

Handicapped people must articulate their needs.

2.

Compassionate community awareness and response are
needed.

This extends beyond pity.

Pity is most

ineffective, and if the community response is on
this level, nothing positive can be accomplished.
3.

Community surveys to understand the quality of needs
in areas of housing, transportation, education, vocational opportunities, and recreation.

4.

Action must follow, because if there is none, the
surveys and the many committee meetings are useless.

Louis Michaux, in his book The Physically Handicapped and the Community,
zeros in on housing as a need for the handicapped, and the fact that
housing needs for the handicapped vary in relationship to the persons
capacity to function independently in the society.
Throughout the nation there are facilities which
care for the severely disabled. They are certainly
needed in each state or large populated area, but here
(this book) we are concerned with the more moderately
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handicapped who do not need semi-hospital or
institutional care. These people, much of the
time, can function independently quite well in
terms of going and coming, but they are handicapped enough to make totally independent living
impractical. There are many in this group who
are in need of and want this type (non-institutional) of
housing.
He believes that in order for some action to occur a united front of
the handicapped and their families is required.

This is an example

of problem solving at the lowest level.
From my vantage point, I see strong apathy
in regard to this need. Here as well as other
areas, the individual persons and their families
are not really interested in joining forces with
others. When this is the case, nothing positive
is accomplished, and in this matter of housing,
I think many positive strides could be made, if
there were a more creative joint effort made by
handicapped persons and their families. Unless
the person is so mildly disabled that he can live
entirely alone, the necessity for this united
front should be perfectly obvious, even when those
handicapped are still children. Our parents, our
brothers, and our sisters cannot always be with us.
Michaux defines the handicapped population, who do not require institutional care, as those who have a degree of independent mobility and are
able to perform work.

A hypothetical residence, Michaux adds, would also

have a variety of disabilities enhancing the opportunity for the residents to help each other.

This is what his experimental unit might be

like.
Assume that there is no such facility in your
particular community, the first step might be experimental. A group sharing this housing need could
come together and rent a rather large house, and all
should share equally in the expenses. In forming one
or more groups, the following aspects need to be considered: Age, compatibility, degree of handicap in
relation to the rest of the group, need, maturity,
and ability in helping others and in paying the expenses.
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What ways could these people help each other?
Some could feed others and even do the cooking, while
others could reciprocate by pushing wheelchairs and
running errands. Here it is hard to be specific because the specific must be determined by the makeup
of each group. However, in this exciting venture,
everyone is expected to carry his full share in terms
of expenses and helping others.
It has been suggested that a healthy, ablebodied couple, who need a place to live, and who are
enthusiastic about the project, be part of the experiment, with the understanding that they render
the necessary physical assistance, and that its
share of the rent be paid by the rest of the group.
There are obvious advantages of having such an
arrangement, but by no means are a couple necessary
for the start of such an undertaking when there is
sound planning, based on a diversity of handicaps in
making up the group.
Successful experimentation in this field is
anticipated, and should this be the case, then construction of apartment type dwellings is in order.
This is the ultimate objective in housing for the
handicapped and has been successfully done in a number
of cities. Such dwellings should have correct architectural innovations for the physically handicapped.
Ideally, they should have private apartments for single
or married people, as well as large rooms for recreation and perhaps, eating together. In both, the
initial experiment and the apartment dwellings, there
should be a sense of community living, but one's
privacy should be assumed. This must be the basic
principle in this whole project.
What seems most exciting about Michaux's experiment is that the principles of normalization and integration are employed utilizing large
houses or apartments in the community.

The positive helping-sharing

interaction among the occupants is healthy and promotes personal growth.
The concept of mixing handicaps is important, too, in that it provides
for mixing of people.

This is truly an effort to consider, resolve, and

restore the housing needs of people.
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Frank Skinner, author of Physical Disability and Community Care, writes
from London about the importance of housing for the handicapped.

It

becomes clear that as proper housing is restored to the individual, not
only is that person then satisfied, but new growth and independence is
facilitated.
The housing conditions of any person suffering
with a severe physical handicap are a vitally important factor in determining their ability to cope
with the everyday activities of life. The availability
and location of a water closet, a bathroom, the means
for cooking and preparing meals, the number of steps
to be negotiated in entering or leaving their dwelling ,
or the security of tenure itself where a dwelling is
rented, are all factors that can either increase the
degree of a handicapped person's personal independence
or, on the other hand, make them totally dependent upon
others for the most menial of tasks.
A comprehensive survey was taken of the handicapped in one part of London
and Skinner relates to us some discussion from the group conducting the
survey.
The group were of the opinion that more attention
and thought should be given to the needs of the handicapped in the allocation of dwellings on preferential
health grounds. Although housing needs of the disabled
vary according to the specific disability and its effects,
in general they necessitate ease of access which calls
for absence of stairs and of uneven floor surfaces.
They require accessibly placed bathrooms for those with
motor disabilities and space to maneuver for those in
wheelchairs. Warmth and an absence of dampness is the
requirement of any average person, but ever more so
of disabled persons who tend to spend far more time in
their dwellings and who are often without the little
extra comforts which add to the quality of daily life.
The allocation of accomodation for the physically
handicapped requires a knowledge of the physical
limitations imposed by particular handicaps and it
would seem to be essential in providing suitable
accomodation that there should be a senior officer
on the staff of the local authority responsible for
this specialized section of the waiting list.
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An important point from this narrative is the appointment of an officer
or official responsible for the handicapped minority in the local
housing authority.

Most cities probably have such a representative and

it is of prime importance for the handicapped community to monitor
the appointed official ' s performance.

In those cities that do not have

this type of position, handicapped persons should make the need known
to the city government.

Representation of the handicapped on government

housing authorities is a principal tool in ensuring satisfying housing.

Chapter 3

HUMANE ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

The modern architect must bear a greater obligation to our society today than in the past in terms of humane architecture.

In a society

that experiences change at an ever increasing pace and moves towards a
true "throw away" culture, architectural design must continually keep
man in touch with his values.

Frank Lloyd Wright, a humanist as well

as a renowned architect, says thi s about the function of architecture.
America cannot afford to believe that her
interpreter, great art, is more than moribund.
And the logical interpretation, perhaps the only
one that can now show us the way, is organic
modern architecture. The other arts are not yet
awake, though they have lately shown some signs
of awakening. The architect is naturally interpreter at this time in the circumstances:
the natural and logical interpreter of qour times.
We, whoever we are, must believe in our
country, and that means, we must believe that
the ancient power that built great civilizations,
to die, still lives to build a greater one, to
live. We know that ancient cities perished because of the false exterior ideals that caused
their life to wither away.
But we know, too, that the same human power
multiplied infinitely now by the new leverage of
mechanical forces may build this new city for us
to live indefinitely as the new architecture of
a greater ideal belonging to the new ground of
fresh life.
This new ideal, which has lived in the human
heart for two thousand five hundred years, actually
founded this great Union of States. An experiment.
If the "Experiment" is to succeed this union must
now turn from the centralization that was monarchic,
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to the segregation and re-integration that is
democratic: which means that it must turn toward the greater freedom of a life for the individual as an individual, a livelihood based
squarely with the ground; the kind of life that
life would be in Broadacre City.
In Broadacre City, the individual home of
the individual family group will be more directly
related to transportation, distribution, and publicity than in the present city, and will enjoy
in the country, a freedom, a richness of life that
no city ever yet gave - because it never had it
to give.
Wright's Broadacre City is the ideal that will never be completely
achieved but as a model, should be constantly strived for.
a philosophy based squarely on human needs.

This is

It is a philosophy that

applies to people, people of all nationalities, all races, and all
physical and mental conditions.

Its relevance is in the fact that all

the varieties of peoples are people, before they are anything else.

The base of power which dic ta tes the manner in which a society attempts
to provide housing to those in need will, in the end, be the key to success
or failure of those attempts.
power, sets the tenor.

The flow of power, the direction of

In order for architecture to be responsive to

man there must exist a "power up" relationship between man and architect.
The wants and desires flow up to the architect, rather than the wishes
of the architect flowing down to man.

Alsopp describes this flow as

a principal of architecture.
The first principle of architecture is to
care about, to be interested in and to try to
understand man, and then to employ one's talents
as an architect to serve man - whether it be in
building him a home, his first requirement, designing his place of work, his school, his club,
clinic, connnunity center or church. The architect's
job is to design buildings for people to use them
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in the way they want to use them for the purpose they believe in, not to tell people how
they ought to think and believe, still less how
they ought to live.
Architecture is not for architects; it is for people.

It is through

the senses that people appreciate and react, that people perceive
architecture.

Architects are required to use the intellectual pro-

cess, based upon sympathy, to provide people with what people wish, not
what he would wish people to enjoy.

Architecture much of the time is dictated by powers concerned with
economy.

Housing built on a large scale is an example of a power flow

from money, to architect, to people.

Large scale housing will always

be more economical in the short run.

But is the long run effect on humanity

not much more costly both in terms of economics and quality of life?
Housing will be more meaningful, reflecting more accurately the needs
of people, if the individual is used as the scale.

Allsopp describes

architectural planning using the individual as the scale.
This way of thinking cuts across the doctrine
of economy of scale which has obsessed administrators
for too long, and happily, it is now coming to be
recognized that inflation of size breeds inefficiency
and lazy thinking which fails to understand the
importance of detail. Large scale is not economical.
For the architect detail is extremely important.
We live with architecture in detail, not in overall massing. We cook in a kitchen and wash in a
bathroom, sleep in a bedroom and maybe make model
aeroplanes in a workshop or keep rabbits in the
yard. We go to the pub and the club and the shop,
to school and clinic and playground and all this
subjects us continuously to experience of the
details of architecture. If the silhouettes and
masses, the relationships of planes and spaces are
pleasing it is a bonus to be thankful for, but
beauty and efficiency of design at the small scale
is what we most need and most intimately experience.
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Levitt and Sons Inc. are the largest builder of homes in the United
States according to the Report of the President's Committee on Urban
Housing.

They are a prime example of power flowing to people rather

than from people, of changing economics and a corresponding changing
in quality, and of design scaled against the mass.

Levitt and Sons

have this to say about their mass-produced homes.
We at Levitt feel that the most economical
method of building homes is the on-site fabrication and assembly of pre-cut lumber in the
house structure, and the efficient cycling of
men and materials so that a field labor force
is kept busy at its trades and not occupied in
traveling, handling materials, or waiting for
another craft. We believe that the house of
greatest ultimate value is one that is built
over and over again, tens and hundreds and
thousands of times, so that the benefits of
sophisticated industrial engineering can be
gained, so that the plumbing savings in back
to back bathrooms and kitchens can multiply
to really significant amounts. We believe that
the production techniques we employed in
building the post war Levittowns result in
the greatest possible construction economies.
Also from the Committee's report is another statement of advantages in
architectural costs utilizing mass design.
Architectural and engineering costs can
make up a significant part of the total projec t
of an apartment building (5 percent or more);
but where a design is utilized for many units
with little modification - as in the case of
prefabricated units - the design per unit is
very small.
It is undeniable that in many cases improved production techniques
adopted by the housing industry have resulted in homes of a higher
standard without a proportional increase in cost.
benefit to individual people.

This is truly a

However, there are just as

many

instances where consumers have, overall, paid more for less in terms
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of quality and design concept.

Consumers of all kinds have to be aware

of their needs and not allow themselves to be forced to accept someone
else's concept of what a housing community should be.

If the doctrine

of economy is tempered with the consideration of people's needs then
the balance of power between builder/architect and people will be more
equitable.

Another threat to quality housing is its continual competition with
available land.

As described in Chapter 2, when land becomes more

scarce the problem of priorities becomes an increasing issue.

Allsopp

discusses the problem of housing competing with other priorities for
land use .
When we think of housing for the great
majority of people, we are constrained by the
belief that what they want is impossible .
Housing, it seems, is the only ki nd of building
which is constrained by lack of land. Roads,
industry and business premises have priority
over both housing and agriculture in the use of
land. We accept a system of value judgments
which holds something like the following
priorities in the use of land: extractive
industry, manufacturing industry, power, communication, military installations, business premises,
education, housing, agriculture, recreation.
Obviously there will be local variations, as
when military installations take top priority
because of the strategic value of a site such
as Portland in England or Brest in France, or
when minerals lie under valuable established
industrial premises, but generally the pattern
applies and the basis of all the related values
is economic.
Allsopp summarizes how the architect can become more humane by better
meeting man's total set of needs .
categories:

1)

physical, 2)

He breaks man's needs into three

emotional, and 3)

intellectual, and
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describes how architecture should try and meet these needs.
Physical needs are catered for by functionalism, by designing the building and all its
parts so that they work as well as possible; but
inevitably there are conflicting functions so
every building must embody functional compromises
based upon the judgement of the architect. Adaptability is a functional necessity. It is a
functional necessity to provide flexibility.
Emotional needs are of many kinds and far
too little study has so far been made by psychologists of the relationship between people and
buildings. People ' s feelings about buildings
cover a very wide range but the most basic is
the sense of home. On an earth inhabited by
some four thousand million people it is difficult for the individual himself to believe he
matters. It is not easy to answer for sure
the questions "Who am I. What am I?" Basic
to a sense of security is the possibility of
saying "I am the man who lives at •..•.•.. "
Location is one of the conditions of selfawareness and self-confidence.
The intellectual needs of man are not
peculiar to intellectuals. Most people, and
certainly all who are entitled to be considered
educated, like to and indeed must think about
their environment. At its simplest this means
it must make sense;. at what can be considered
higher levels it may be the intellectual component in aesthetic experience.
Humane design in housing means basically that the individual residence
meets the individual or collective needs of its occupants.

Humane

design relates individuals to one another, while preserving their
individuality.

It means we consider housing a priority for land use,

that we believe the design should utilize the individual as the scale,
and that economy is a positive contributor only when it offers a higher
standard to mankind.

The primary concern of the architect is to under-

stand the needs of the individual for whom he designs.

Chapter 4

WHAT ABOUT THE DEAF-BLIND?

What does economy of scale, land scarcity or Frank Lloyd Wright have
to do with housing for the deaf-blind?

The answer is everything.

Pro-

blems and solutions relating to housing are relevant to all citizenry.
Some would treat the problems of housing for non-handicapped persons and
problems of housing for the handicapped as a dichotomy, offering two
solutions, when really the solutions should only be variations of a
common theme.

As pointed out in Chapter 1, the deaf-blind are people

first with normal needs, and deaf-blind second with additional specific
needs.

To understand housing needs for a broad population with a serious
handicapping condition require s close examination of variations among
the individuals themselves .
according to factors of 1)

The deaf-blind population can be assessed
age, 2)

interests, and 3)

functioning

skill levels in areas of communication, work, activities of daily living,
socialization, and orientation and mobility.

Within different age

groups there are major differences in causes of deaf-blindness and
resulting vision and hearing losses.

There is a difference in services

needed; children require education services that inc lude pre-vocational
training and the adults require vocational services with the possibility
of continuing adult education.

The interests are important when we talk
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about housing for people who are deaf-blind, and increase in importance
as an individual becomes more independent in society.

There may be

groups who wish to live with other handicapped persons and others wanting
to live alone in the community.
will not.
persons.

There will be s ome that marry, some that

Interest is not a factor exclusive to the higher functioning
All deaf-blind persons have interests including t hose t hat func-

tion at a very low level and their interests should play a part in their
housing solution too.

The individual's functioning level can dictate the

type, locale, and frequency of care services that need to be provided.
This can vary from total hospital care to independent life in the community
with minimum assistance, possibly in banking or shopping.

The age of a person who is deaf-blind is a two dimension factor in regards to housing.

Deaf-blind children identified in the United States

under age 16 are almost all identifed as rubella children .

The peak

of the Rubella Epidemic was 1963-1965; the epidemic produced almost
5,000 handicapped persons who have a vision and hearing loss with other
varying physical or mental handicaps.

The adult deaf-blind population,

on the other hand, appears to have a great many persons who are victims of Ushers Syndrome.

Identification of adults is incomplete and as

more are identified other major causes of deaf-blindness among adults will
be documented.

With Ushers Syndrome deafness is congenital, the sight

deteriorates (retinitis pigmentosa) in the teens, and by adulthood the
individual may be totally deaf-blind.

Included in the adult population

are youth and adults that for unknown reasons are congenitally deaf
and blind or have become deaf and/or blind by accidents.

The Rubella

Child typically has partial vision and hearing and this fact will bear
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heavily upon housing alternatives for them.

The second factor of age

is simply the differing needs of children versus adults .

Children are

in the educational period of their lives and youth and adults are receiving primarily vocational services.

Therefore, when we talk about

housing solutions, age can be seen as one factor to qualify deaf-blind
individuals in the development of meaningful solutions.

Personal interests is a second factor used to understand differences
among the deaf-blind.

This factor may be more subjective than the

factors of age and functioning level, but could be beneficial in the
selecting of groupings for halls or wards in state institutions or
hospitals, or selection and location of housing for people living more
independently in the community.

Functioning skill levels is a third factor that can be used to estimate
needs and establish group patterns.

It has been suggested, and to a

degree accepted, that the Rubella Children will fall into three major
skill levels, with the lowest level being the most heavily populated.
1.

Middle Trainable and below, 60 to 90 percent, are

those whose best prognosis is to achieve levels of personal care and
physical control, with a minimum capacity for social interaction.

Many

will not achieve these levels.
2.

Upper trainable though lower educable, 15 to 25 per-

cent, are those who can achieve personal independence, and, with training,
acquire useful vocational skills, or some academic education, to lead
semi-independent lives.
3.

Middle educable and above, 5 to 10 percent, are those
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deaf-blind who may not even be rubella children, and who, though sensorily
afflicted, can be trained and educated to very high levels of proficiency,
sufficient to lead independent lives in unsheltered employment and living
conditions.

Deaf-blind youths and adults can be qualified in a similar manner, using
programs to indicate varying functioning levels.
1.

Institutional custodial care, with programs applying

an educational model and integrated medical support.
2.

Sheltered community programs of living and work, empha-

sizing pre-vocational training that consists of academics/communication,
activities of daily living and vocational skill development.

This level

should be considered a transitional level concerned with the adjustment
from the institutional setting to a more normalized community setting.
3.

Vocational training programs through community colleges,

sheltered workshops, or state rehabilitation centers.
4.

Independent community living with normal employment or

educational experiences.

There is nothing in the literature regarding the types of residences
for deaf-blind youths and adults.

This makes it very difficult to

gain a perspective on just what the present situation actually is.

Con-

sidering this fact the author will relate what has been personally seen
and what is known from conversations with other professionals in the
field.

To supplement these observations a questionnaire was developed

to identify and record present models or systems of housing.

The

questionnaire was distributed to the five regional representatives of
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the National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults and the coordinators
of the ten regional centers for deaf-blind children.
critical questions:

1)

is there a problem, 2)

systems being used, and 3)

It asked three

describe any models or

what are the needs for future research.

The response was a 72 percent r eturn.

This chapter will discuss the

responses to questions one and two and question three will be discussed in the s ucceeding chapter.

As to whether or not there is a housing problem, 82 percent reported
many problems and 18 percent reported no problems.

One person, res-

ponding that there were no problems, reported that with the assistance
of public and volunteer agencies placements were easily made.

The

response to this question clearly documents that the majority of key
professionals, working in the field, feel housing is a problem.

Res-

pondents reported on several models of residences being used to resolve
the problem of housing.
1.

Residences for deaf-blind men and women maintained

by a sheltered workshop for the blind.
residences.

Men and women live in separate

These residences also include the blind as residents.
2.

Garden apartments are available for the deaf-blind

in Peterboro, England.

The apartments are integrated with apartments

for the seeing and hearing.
3.

Foster homes

4.

An apartment community using low rent federal housing.

This was developed mainly for mentally retarded persons and uses graduate
students for houseparents and/or supervisors.
5.

Low cost apartment complexes for the deaf.

The com-
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panionship of sighted deaf persons who can use manual communication is
very beneficial.

6.

Residential Schools

7.

Nursing Homes

8.

Living with parents

9.

Living with spouse

10.

Living with siblings

11.

College dormitory

From this list it is apparent that present housing models are typical,
historical solutions,

These residences may provide shelter for deaf-

blind persons, but many of the deaf-blind in nursing homes, living with
their parents or siblings possess the potential to succeed in a more
independent setting.

There would seem to be no real innovative housing

opportunities in this country that would allow this idle potent ial to
grow and flourish.

The one innovative idea on this list may be the utilization of housing
facilities that serve the deaf.

In the past it has been the agencies

serving the blind, for the most part, that have provided assistance to
the deaf-blind.

Professional workers are now looking more and more to

agencies serving the deaf for help.

Many deaf-blind persons function

as deaf persons with a visual impairment and benefit greatly from
associations with the deaf community.

This author's experience has been that the lower functioning deaf-blind
youth or adult resides in state institutions for the retarded, half-way
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houses, or community group homes for the retarded.

Some have been placed

in foster homes, but initial placements are hard to locate and are usually
not long lasting.

For the lower functioning adult in these settings two

important observations can be made:

1) deaf-blind adults functioning on

a retarded level suffer from a lack of programming, and 2) integration of
this special population with groups of sighted/hearing populations results
in the deaf-blind being pushed to the back and receiving only limited programs .

In these sheltered living situations, the deaf-blind are in a

minority position and the proportionally higher costs of programs per
individual resident (since there are so few to share the burden) result
in little or no special services.

Secondly, it has been observed by this

author that mixing severely low functioning adults with mildly low functioning adults within living units produces no positive effects.

The

concept of modeling does not appear to be effective due to the inability
of the severely impaired adult to imitate easily and the limitation of
sensory modes by which the aqul t perceives the model.

With the lower

functioning adult population, housing solutions may be most beneficial
when the deaf-blind are provided with separate but equal living environments and the severely and mildly handicapped adults can form their own
separate groupings.

Deaf-blind children are primarily housed in or near available educational
programs.

Housing alternatives for children include residential schools

for the blind or deaf, state hospitals or institutions for the retarded ,
foster homes, and parent homes.
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It is clear that there exists a need to research, survey, and develop
understandings of deaf-blind persons regarding housing problems.

What

has been traditionally offered in the past will become more and more
inappropriate in the future.

If housing solutions can be developed to

encourage integration, normalization and independence, the idle potential
of the deaf-blind can be finally activated.

Chapter 5

EXISTING GAPS AND FUTURE NEEDS

We have seen that the great percentage of professionals working with
deaf-blind persons believe housing for the deaf-blind is a problem.
we must go beyond the statement.

Now

The problem needs to be stated in terms

of normalization, integration, technical devices, individualization and
promotion of maximum individual growth.

The first criteria housing

options must fulfill is the provision of shelter and a level of security.
This has been met in housing for the deaf-blind.

Beyond this, though,

there must be additional criteria established that go further than shelter
and security.

If we do not progress past the criteria of shelter and

security in housing for the deaf-blind, they will never be seen as
significant members of our connnunities.

The gap between present housing for the deaf-blind and what optimum housing
for them would be is both quantitative and qualitative.

There is a major

gap at this time in the numbers of traditional residences available to
house the deaf-blind population.

There are deaf-blind persons in state

institutions for the retarded that could possibly enter a community
training program if housing were available in the community.

Housing that

is not necessarily normalized and integrated, just housing offering the
minimum requirements.
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It is a qualitative problem because the majority of hous i ng for the deafblind is sub-standard housing.

Such housing may meet health and fire

codes but is sub-standard in terms of the life experiences that can be
gained while in the residence.

We have to ask ourselves if we would want

to reside in housing that only meets a minimum set of codes.

If the

answer is no for ourselves, then the answer is also no for the deaf-blind.

With regard to the Rubella population, attention is now focused on identification, parent needs, teacher training, language acquisition, self-care
and feeding programs, and recently pre-vocational training programs.
There have been a few papers written on residential needs but certainly
not enough.

Dr. Reiger, who submitted a paper to the
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1980 is Now" conference,

has analyzed the problem of housing for children that are emotionally
disturbed.

His solutions could easily be adapted for deaf-blind

children, youths and adults.

He emphasizes the inadequacy of inst itut i ons

to meet the kind of parental and peer figures that a growing child needs
to mature emotionally and socially.

Reiger would like to see for "dis-

turbed children" the development of satellite homes with houseparents as
parent figures.

In this situation the child lives with similar children,

is fostered with trained parents, sees normal peers as neighbors, and learns
to accept a more "civilized " and healthy society as reality.
cribes an actual experiment with satellite homes.
After a brief period of adjustment to the new
conditions, the children intermingled with the neighborhood children of the other employees and behaved,
to all appearances like these children. During their
free time, they played on the front lawns of their

Reiger des-
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homes or the homes of the other children. They
played with them, they ran with them, and they
moved freely without the need for continuous
supervision. Ove r a period of nearly four years,
in four different satellite homes, we had no
runaway episodes.
On theoretical grounds, and on the basis
of our clinical experience, the satellite home
in the communities could be used as effectively
for the care, treatment, and education of retarded, deaf and blind children as they have
been used for the care and treatment of severely
mentally disordered children.
We can anticipate the housing needs of the deaf-blind if we have the
inclination.

We have a rough approximation of the numbers of children,

youth and adults.

There is the capability to survey and develop under-

standings of the deaf-blind according to interests and functioning
levels.

With this information we can analyze alternative requirements,

and establish the necessary criteria for future planning.

Although

the literature is scant there are some articles such as the paper presented by Dr. Reiger that present new concepts in housing.

Considering

the future, housing needs for Rubella children will continue to grow as
a priority.

If they are forced, as many of their older pee rs are now,

to live in residences that will not build on the child's educational
experience, prospective opportunities for pre-vocational training and
employment may he permanently blocked.

The need for increased r e search

in the area of housing for the deaf-bli nd is the greatest single need.
The resulting growth in literature will benefit the deaf-blind stimulating leaders in the field and in the development of planning models .

Chapter 6

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE PLANNING

Dr. Lee Hagmeier, as the principle investigat or, in a Status Report on
a Developmental Program to Provide Pre-Vocational Services for Youth
and Adults with Both Vision and Hearing Impairments sites two basic
reasons for providing increased services to the deaf-blind.

These

changes in philosophy have significant implications for the fields of
Education and Vocational Rehabilitation, and as the impact of these
changes is realized, housing will become an increasingly critical
factor.
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, established
as a priority the rehabilitation of the "severely
disabled." This was in contrast to a history of
neglect in terms of providing vocational rehabilitation services to the severely disabled. Vocational
counselors had justified this neglect on the basis
that there was not" ••. a reasonable expectation
that vocational rehabilitation services will render
the individual fit to engage in a gainful occupation. 11
The developing attitude that the more severely disabled have a right to services that may benefit them
in terms of employability, and the fact that there is
an increase and improvement in the services available,
have both led to a broader interpretation of that
guideline.
Developmental Disabilities Amendments to House
Resolution 14215, July 11, 1974, established deinstitutionalization of the severely disabled as a
national priority. Moving the multi-handicapped
persons from institutions into programs based in or
near their homes had been for some time and continues to be, a goal of professionals, working with
the multi-handicapped persons and their families.
Failure to provide the vision and hearing impaired
with access to educational and rehabilitating services outside of the institutional contexts was seen
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as a hinderance to their developing the skills
of independent living and work essential to their
personal fulfillment and to their performing meaningful career roles in society.
Simultaneous to the changes occurring in the areas of rehabilitation
and institutionalization are the changes occurring in housing discrimination and architectural barriers.

Pressure from new laws for

the handicapped is just beginning to be felt.

Integration in housing

for the handicapped will follow the trends of integration realized in
education and employment.

Because the deaf-blind are such an exceptional

population, and relatively few in number, special care will have to be
taken by deaf-blind leaders and professionals to make certain the deafblind receive equality in integrated housing.

As trends develop and increased opportunity for improved housing becomes a reality we must keep in mind the philosophy of normalization.
Housing solutions for deaf-blind individuals need to be individualized
solutions.

Physical modifications and the use of devices should work

towards making a deaf-blind person more independent not more dependent.

More research needs to be conducted in the realm of technical devices
that will enable the severely disabled person to live more independently
than is possible today.

There also needs to be a greater dissemination

and education regarding devices currently available.

Teams of professionals representing many fields should be formed in
communities to help solve housing problems for the deaf-blind children ,
youths and adults.

The team approach is used successfully in the educa-
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tional diagnostic assessments of deaf-blind children and could be
employed as a model in developing a community team.

For people who happen to be deaf-blind normalized housing can become
a reality.

We have seen that it is a national priority within govern-

ment to assist in the improvement of sub-standard housing for all
Americans.

The problem of inadequate housing is everyone's problem

and everyone is a part of the solution.

It is up to involved pro-

fessionals and deaf-blind leaders to take up leadership roles and
guarantee that future housing for the deaf-blind will not cont i nue
their isolation from the non-handicapped community.
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